
RISE to GREATNESS
GRES GUIDELINES 
FOR SUCCESS: Hallway Cafeteria Classrooms Restrooms

Assemblies 
and Events Playground Buses

Responsibility *Always silent and 
walking in the hall                   
*sitting silently and 
reading in the mornings

*Clean up your area 
when finished

*Be respectful 
*Allow teachers to 
teach and students 
to learn                       
*Be positive

*Put toilet paper in 
toilet, flush toilet after 
use                          
*Wash hands, put 
paper towels in trash

*Give the speaker 
your full attention                
*Stay seated 
throughout, until 
signaled by teacher

*Keep playground 
free from litter            
*bring toys and 
coats back into 
the building

*Keep aisle clear and 
bus clean               
*Keep items in 
backpack                  
*Get on the bus 
immediately

Integrity *Go straight to your 
destination          
*Always use kind 
words when speaking 
about another student

*Keep cafeteria 
free of litter                 
*Be kind to other 
students

*Do your own work                      
*Be supportive in 
group work              
*Be kind and 
courteous

*Maintain privacy for 
self and others              
*Be kind and 
courteous to others

*Keep hands and 
feet to yourself                
*Be kind to other 
students

*Be kind to others   
*include others in 
activities and 
games

*Walk directly to bus 
without socializing               
*Be kind and 
courteous to others on 
the bus

Self-Control *Walk quietly on the 
right side of the hall.                  
*Classes walk in a 
single file line on right 
side

*Use proper table 
manners               
*Talk quietly      
*Keep all opened 
food in cafeteria

*Use polite 
language                 
*Keep hands and 
feet to yourself

*Keep restrooms 
clean and litter free                 
*leave promptly

*Always clap after a 
performance

*Keep hands and 
feet to yourself              
*Use only positive 
language 

*Keep hands and feet 
to self                    
*Display good conduct                    
*Stay seated

Effort *Stop and listen quietly 
to adults                    
*Follow directions 
promptly

*Always follow 
staff directions

*Stay focused and 
on task                      
*Do your best

*Keep restroom visits 
as short as possible

*Follow staff 
directions            
*Stay with class

*Follow staff 
directions          
*take turns

*Report to bus on time                           
*Obey the bus driver


